


Another Example, continued

Contradiction, proving that     is not countable.

Therefore, f is not onto     .

x is a real number, but its not in the list.  

Therefore, x = f(i) for any i.

We could write an algorithm to pick the ith digit
of x so that its always different from f(i)’s ith digit.

x differs from f(i) on ith digit (after decimal point).  



2
3
:

1 0110110.....
1001010....
0000111.....

Languages over {0,1}

The ith bit of the language is defined as follows:

0  if the ith bit of the ith language in list is 1

1  if the ith bit of the ith language in list is 0

This language is not on the list, as it differs from
every language on the list in at least 1 bit.

Contradiction.

This proves that the languages over {0,1} are
uncountable.



The Halting Problem is Undecidable

Th:  A     ={<M,w> | M is a TM accepting w} is undec.

Proof:  Assume A    is decidable.  Let H be a decider

for it.  We construct a new TM D with H as subr.

D:  on input <M>

1.  Run H on input <M>.  
2.  If H accepts, D rejects;  if H rejects, D accepts.

Now consider input <D> to D.  

D(<D>)  accepts if D does not accept <D>
rejects   if D does accept <D>

Contradiction.  
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Diagonalization in the Proof

Empty slots are when don’t halt.  H fills in the 
empty slots with r’s.  

Running D computes the opposite of H along diag.
Get contradiction from D’s entry in the table.  



Other Undecidable Problems

Th.  HALT      = {<M,w> | M is a TM that halts on w}TM
is undecidable.  

TM

TM
Proof:  If HALT     were decidable, then there is a 

TM
TM H that decides it.   We construct TM S to decide
A    as follows:

TM
S on input <M,w>:
1.  Run H on <M,w>.  
2.  If H rejects, then S rejects.
3.  If H accepts, then simulate M on w until it halts.
4.  if M accepts then S accepts;  M rejects, S rej.


